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INTRODUCTION

In 1993, Washington State committed to a new strategy in education reform. The state's
Commission on Student Learning set out to identify student learning standards, which
clarify what students must know and be able to do if they are to succeed as adults in the
21st Century. Based on these standards, the state designed tests that will tell whether
individual students, schools, school districts, and the state as a whole, are meeting the
standards. The state also committed to a set of actions to help struggling schools,
eliminate regulations that reduce school effectiveness, and help teachers do their jobs
better.

Washington's new state education system is still "under construction." However, its first
elements are now in place. Children in fourth grade took the new statewide tests in
reading, writing, mathematics, and listening for the first time in Spring 1997, and again in
1998. Other elements of the state reform, including a school performance accountability
system, assistance for schools struggling to meet the standards, and new tests (for
students in the 7th and 10th grades, covering history, social studies, and science), will all
be introduced in 1999 and 2000.

It is too early to assess the overall success of the new state standards and tests. But it is
time to use the information we have to learn how schools whose students do well on the
early tests differ from schools whose students do less well, and then to identify ways that
struggling schools can get the help they need.

METHODOLOGY

This study is based on a survey of two statewide samples of elementary schools whose
students took the 4th grade test (so far the only grade tested for two consecutive years) in
both 1997 and 1998. The first sample was group of 30 schools whose scores had
improved significantly from 1997 to 1998. The second sample is a comparison group of
ten schools that serve demographically similar students and were located in the same
parts of the state as the first group, but whose scores had improved only slightly or not at
all. Tables 1,2, and 3 describe our study sample.

' Because we wanted to learn as much as possible about the strategies schools pursue to improve student
learning, we believed loolcing at schools that served disadvantaged students yet made large gains would
yield the most useful information. In selecting improving schools, we chose an equal number of schools
from urban, niral, and suburban areas and weighted our list with schools that made the largest percentage
gains in both reading and mathematics. And of these schools, we looked for ones that made tremendous
gains and had a high proportion of poor or disadvantaged students (students qualifying for the free-and
reduced lunch program). We did not seek to include schools that had the highest scores statewide or high-
performing schools that performed even better in 1998. We were not able to include in our selection
process special education populations or Limited English Proficient students as those data were not
available from OSPI. We did, however, ask each school we interviewed to provide that information.
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Table I: Average Percent Increase (Math, Reading and Writing combined):

Range an
Improving 41 - 387 173.8
Comparison -31 - 25 .06

Table 2: Cumulative Point Increase (Math, Reading, and Writing combined):

Range ean
Improving 9-122 61

Comparison -53 - 10 -11

Table 3: Number of Students Qualified for Federal Free and Reduced Lunch Program:

RaPge pan
Improving 9-94 54.5
Comparison 12-85 46 4

We were able to complete an interview with the principal or the principal's designee in
35 of the 40 schools. (See Appendix for the survey questionnaire). We spent an average
of 30 minutes on the phone talking with each principal and collected written material
about the school's improvement strategy, when available.

The interviews sought principals' ideas about why their schools' students scored as they
did on the state tests and, when appropriate, why scores had improved. In addition,
principals were asked about:

New funding
Recent changes in instructional methods
Sources of help, advice, and teacher training
Sources of pressure for improved test scores
Changes in school-parent relationships; and
Helpfulness of materials provided by the state and school districts.

Finally, every principal was asked what advice he or she would give other schools that
were struggling to improve student learning.

Acknowledgements

We would like to thank the 35 school principals or lead teachers who gave up precious
school time to participate in this study.
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FINDINGS

In general, schools that made significant gains in test scores took a pro-active approach
toward improvement. Principals and teachers assessed strengths and weaknesses, set a
limited number of priorities, focused on improving instruction, and took the initiative to
find the help the school needed. To make sure planned improvements truly happened,
principals and teachers re-allocated funds, rearranged teacher work assignments and
instructional schedules, and made sure all staffmembers coordinated their classroom
work. Improving schools also continually and candidly -- assessed own their progress.

Our findings make it clear that schools and what the people who work in them do -- can
make a difference in what students learn. This conclusion should be no surprise.
However, many critics of education reform claim that action at the school level either
does not matter or cannot change enough to increase students' results. Some, noting that
student achievement is correlated with family income and the presence of two educated
parents, claim that the only way to raise scores for disadvantaged children is to change
society. Others, noting that many teachers are not sure how to help their students meet
higher standards, claim that schools can improve only after the state has re-trained all
teachers or provided massive amounts of new money for lower class sizes and new
books, instructional materials, and technology.

Scores on state tests correlate highly with family income and other indicators of socio-
economic status, but that does not tell the whole story. Children in some low-income
schools did relatively well on the state tests, and children in some higher income schools
did relatively poorly. Family income is an advantage for some schools and a problem for
others, but it in itself does not cause student learning. Further, some schools are clearly
able to improve the effectiveness of the resources they have. Better family services and
more investment in instructional materials and demanding teacher training and evaluation
can also help. But schools can make a difference now.

More specifically, we found that:

Effective Changes In Teaching Methods and Materials Are Focused And
School-Wide, Not Random And Fragmented In the two years since
statewide testing began, most schools have made changes in what and how
they teach. However, schools whose scores increased made changes that
affected the whole school and unified the efforts of all teachers; schools
whose scores did not increase added on new programs or materials that
affected some teachers and not others and did not lead to a more unified
school-wide approach.

Improving schools focused their efforts on developing children's skills in a
few core subjects or skill areas. To make time for these efforts, many schools
abandoned activities that were fun and familiar but had no well-defined
instructional objectives. Schools whose scores did not increase were generally
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less focused on skills and more reluctant to eliminate activities that teachers
enjoyed but were not clearly productive.

Improving Schools Operate as Teams, Not Random Associations.
Improving schools did more than plan: they implemented, every day and in
every classroom, and they made sure that teachers at every grade level were
coordinating their efforts. Even the best-conceived strategies fail if teachers
do not change what they are doing behind the closed doors of their
classrooms.

Professional Development Is School Development. Improving schools had
no more funding for teacher professional development than schools whose
scores did not increase. However, the former group of schools took much
more initiative to find and use professional development programs designed to
remedy their particular instructional weaknesses and prioritized the use of
their professional development time to support the school's improvement
plan.

Performance Pressure Is Positive When It Leads To Determination, Not
Fear. The vast majority of principals reported that the state standards and tests
had created pressures for better and more effective teaching. None were
complacent, even those whose scores had recently improved. Many principals
of improving schools were proud of their glins but worried that some might
be not be sustained if future 4th grade classes were less capable than those
tested in 1998.

Improving Schools Don't Wait for Help, They Seek It Out. Principals of
schools whose scores did not increase often criticized the help and materials
provided by their school districts, complaining that help was too general,
unfocused, and hard to use. Principals of improving schools were much more
likely to say "the help is out there: it is up to us to select and use what we
need."

Improving Schools Use Limited Resources Strategically. Improving
schools focused all available funds on instruction by setting priorities and
directing resources toward them. Schools whose scores increased were no
more likely to have received extra funding than schools whose scores did not
increase.

Parents Can Help. Improving schools were more likely than other schools to
reach out to parents, explaining the state tests and the need for improved
performance and asking for help at home, e.g. reading to children and
checking homework.
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The following sections illustrate these points, using principals' own statements. A
final section suggests what these findings imply for teachers and principals, school
district leaders, and the state.

Focused, School-Wide Changes

All but one improving school had made a major change in its instructional program in the
last few years. These changes were more than just a new textbook or a new module for a
few days' instruction in one grade. They represented a significant philosophical shift in
how teaching and learning take place at the school. In our interviews, schools that had
improved explained why they had chosen a particular curriculum or approach and how it
fit with their overall strategic plan. Improving schools were also more likely to have
chosen a new curricular model themselves rather than to have it chosen for them by the
district.

Improving schools analyzed the weak points in their test scores and focused classroom
time on areas they needed to improve. This often meant spending less time in areas that
teachers felt were valuable or fun, but improving schools saw it critical to emphasize a
few key areas to build a strong new foundation for learning.

Quite frankly, it (the WASL) is not always popular because you can't teach a lot
of your pet units that you used to enjoy you know, doing the luau because it was
fun... it's a fun unit. We are much, much more directed.

We had definite conversations as a school on what reading's all about and how
we want to teach it. Ifyou were to look at a lesson plan from 96-97 and a lesson
plan now, you would see a dramatic increase in the time spent on reading. We
spend an incredible amount of our morning ,in the language arts area. And we
have no assemblies or no interruptions during that block of time. We put our
educational assistants in for an hour block in each classroom during the morning
for the small group work. We have a strong belief that there needs to be whole
group reading instruction and small group reading instruction and then
individualized and we look at our lesson plans for that. We believe that we should
be reading to kids every single day, kids should be reading by themselves, and we
should be reading with kids every single day. So we built some philosophical
criteria for how we want to approach reading and how that should reflect in our
lesson plans.

Our teachers need to focus from a large menu on what is considered "meat and
potatoes."

5
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We moved to block scheduling so that all teachers teach reading at the same time
and Instructional Assistants are available for more support during core
instruction time because we were not using our instructional assistants effectively.
We also clustered students to provide more adult support to more challenging
groups.

Several improving schools discussed the challenge of finding the appropriate balance
between focusing their instructional time on a few priority areas and teaching other
important subjects. The principals we interviewed found creative ways to provide a well-
rounded learning experience at the school. For instance, some helped teachers find ways
to integrate or overlap their instruction so that they could cover a lot of different subject
areas while still teaching the target skills.

You know, I don't care what the district tells you you're supposed to be teaching.
What are you really teaching? You know, second grade teachers are teaching
penguins. And that's not written down in the district curriculum somewhere. I
asked them, "So you take two weeks to teach penguins; how does that jibe with
what the district says you're supposed to be doing for second grade?" Those
teachers eventually found ways to continue to do penguins. They may tweak them
a little bit and either add something to them, or delete something out of it so that
it fits within what's supposed to happen in second grade to prepare kids for this
fourth grade benchmark

Improving schools stressed the importance of taking a thorough look at what every
instructor at the school is teaching and how it relates to the state and district standards.
They looked for ways they could improve instruction throughout the school, starting with
Kindergarten and first grade. Over and over we heard, "This is not just a fourth grade
test." Some schools unified teachers' efforts via group discussions. Other schools
developed very specific grade-level exit standards for students and put them up on the
wall so that teachers, students and parents all understood what was expected.

We sat down with every teacher at every grade level and we decided which things we
were going to teach at every grade level. We created a checklist coordinated exactly
to the Essential Learnings and the teachers check off when they accomplish the
essential learning component.

When I took over in the school, it didn't make any sense to me that teachers didn't
communicate clearly with each other what was expected in first grade, second grade,
third and fourth grade..What is the written curriculum? What is it that we say we 're
teaching? What are we really teaching?

Principals from improving schools mentioned using a number of name-brand
instructional programs, such as Six Traits of Writing, Accelerated Reader, and Reading
Recovery. But these programs were almost never implemented in isolation. They were
brought in after the school had identified its needs and aligned all resources toward its
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goals. In other words, new methods and programs were seen as ways to flesh out a school
improvement strategy, not as magic bullets that would solve all problems by themselves.

Many schools identified a shift in instructional focus toward writing and
communications. Nearly half focused on reading as a foundation for other subjects. The
following are examples of the kind of instructional strategies improving schools pursued
based on individual school needs.

Our kids are writing in everything now.

We use rubrics to get kids used to evaluation. I say to them, "I would have given
you a two on that. You need to do better than that." Empower them with sense of
own evaluation.

Have kids talk about how they got answers. Get kids to think out loud. How did
you come to that conclusion? Out loud processing and thinking are critical.

We really focused on writing in math, more technical and informative writing.

Our Educational Service District helped us do an analysis and as a result, we 've
focused greater attention on certain skills. For example, we've done well with
fiction, not non-fiction, so now we're putting more emphasis on analyzing non-
fiction.

The schools that experienced little or no increase in their test scores fell into two
categories. The majority recognized the need for a more focused, strategic approach to
instruction, but were unable to put one into effect, usually because of the principal's
inability to overcome staff resistance. Here is a typical statement from a principal of one
of the comparison group schools:

We're trying to teach new skills, but some [teachers] more than others have
shifted their instruction.

A smaller group of the comparison schools seemed satisfied with their existing
instructional strategies. When asked whether student test scores had caused the staff to
work on any particular skills, principals either answered in the negative or said that they
were just trying a few things out. A few mentioned work on writing skills.

Our shift in instruction is a lot of cooperative learning, recognition of different
learning styles and multiple intelligences.

7
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Schools as Teams

Principals in almost all the improving schools said their improvement strategies were
implemented school-wide: it was not left up to individual teachers to decide how to
improve student performance. Principals often noted how critical it is to make sure that
all teachers understand the strategy and are excited about it. Many said that creating such
a "team" was about more than just motivating teachers. It's also critical for students,
parents, and the community to understand and take responsibility for improvement.

I knew where we were going and I had the vision, people began to commit to it.
We infused people into building and that got excitement going

During year one, we had no idea of what to expect or how to prepare kids. And
after we got the scores back the first year, we knew our kids were better than this
and refocused and created a plan (tutoring and small group to prepare kids); our
whole building took it on, not just 3rd or 4th grade, it was a school-wide effort.

You really need to be focused It needs to be a total building effort. I think it helps
to know that everybody is helping everybody. When I start talking WASL or
promotion policy, I talk to my entire staff and then we break out into grade levels.

I work very hard to build a culture of accountability among students, to
take responsibility to do their best. This binds a school together.

Figure 1 illustrates the difference between improving schools and comparison schools.
Among schools that showed little or no improvement, answers were almost evenly split
between those that said their strategy was implemented school-wide and those that said it
was left up to individual teachers. Some principals were frustrated at their inability to
create a unified school-wide strategy. As one explained,

I wish I could say school-wide some older teachers are having trouble
changing For the time being, I am letting them go at their own pace. If they
continue being resistant, I will have to be more heavy-handed and go to a whole
school program. But our staff's not interested in that.

8
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Figure 1: Percentage ofSchools Implementing School-wide vs. Individual Strategies
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In addition to having made changes in instruction, 61% of the improving schools
indicated some recent change in their staff development programs and how their staff
development resources were allocated, as opposed to 44% of the comparison group. The
improving schools stressed that dedicating school time to serious teacher collaboration
was an essential piece of their strategies. In contrast, few of the comparison schools
changed staff development to support a specific improvement strategy: their professional
development programs often consisted of assorted workshops and technology training.

Principals identified key attributes of professional development in improving schools:

Staff development time was used strategically.
Effort focused on a few instructional goals which meshed with "Essential Learnings"
(EALRs).
Many used staff development resources to allow teachers to plan and integrate
methods and materials across gade levels.
Staff development funds were seen as critical resources for implementing the school's
strategy and a limited resource. They were not seen as pots of money that individual
teachers could use as they pleased.

Our staff decides the best use of staffdevelopment funds. We decided that if
teachers were going to get paid for training, they'd have to come back and teach
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others what they learned So we didn't go out and get any canned presentations.
What we did was take a group of teachers and look at other schools, programs
that worked We also invested in training people to be specialists. When we
needed a reading specialist, we spent money on training one.

We used state SLIG [Student Learning Improvement Grant]money, ftle One, and
baseline dollars to provide staff development. We combined that with the "time
and responsibility days" that the district gives us and waiver days. So there's a
paradigm shift that happens. When SLIG money first came out, teachers thought
they were getting money. We changed things so that we'd pay for them to take
coursework Money didn't go to pay them any longer, but to pay for the services
we needed

As figure 2 shows, fewer comparison schools had made major changes in their staff
development program. Contrast these statements from principals in our comparison group
schools:

If staff member wants to go to a conference, they ask the site council.
Hopefully, it relates to the Essential Learnings.

We use our SLIG money for technology and computer training.

Figure 2: Percent ofschools that made a major shift in their staff development program in the last few
years.
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Positive Response to Performance Pressure

Almost all schools reported feeling pressure from their districts and the state. A few
schools had been targeted either formally or informally -- by their districts as low-
performing schools. Those schools felt immediate pressure to improve "or else." Three of
the improving schools had principals that were brought in specifically to turn the school
around.

When our superintendent comes to a school like [ours] with such a diverse
population, parents cheer when he says," We are raising the bar and making kids
more accountable."

Four to five years ago, the community came to the district and said "We've got to
improve." Now every school must have a plan to improve test scores. We scored
very low on the first test and were called the flat tire of the district. Having been a
football coach, I know that the best thing you could ever do to create a
championship team was to put them down and say disparaging things about them.
Particularly if they had any pride about them. Well this school has a huge amount
of pride and dignity and they just said they weren't going to take that any more.
And I think that added frel to the fire; created a common enemy.

But it was clear that the motivation to improve test scores was often internal, coming
either from the principal's leadership or the teaching staff's desire to improve. As one
principal said:

They (parents) felt pressure from me. I said to them, this isn't an education I'd
want for my child, I can't imagine it's one you want for your child It was a lot of
warehousing of kids. The philosophy when I came there was, we need to make
kids feel good about themselves before we teach them, so there wasn't a lot of
teaching before third grade. I said to my teachers, 'We're going to teach kids and
they will feel good about themselves because they're learning.' And the people
that stayed bought into that. When we had the chance to move people in and out,
we brought in a strong first and second grade team. I knew the curriculum would
challenge the kids and challenge the community of teaching staff We paired
newer teachers with older teachers, then fifih grade teachers were impressed and
motivated

Whatever the motivation, many principals reported that improving their test scores was
among their schools' highest priorities. Three-quarters of the improving schools, and
two-thirds of the other schools in our study, said that raising WASL scores was of high or
the highest importance.

I believe absolutely in raising the bar and raising the standards. And so far as the
WASL can assess how we move towards these new and better and increased
standards, then it is the highest priority for my building.

11
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Active Search for Help

Principals had very different ideas about what kinds of help is useful. Some schools
thought state "toolkits" were extremely useful. Others thought they were a waste of time.
Some schools relied heavily on their districts for assistance. This support often took the
form of staff development assistance or specialists who helped schools revamp their
curriculum to align with state standards. Many schools also relied on their districts to
help them analyze their test results and identify areas of deficiency. Others sought the
help of whole-school design organizations, such as Success for All, or hired outside
consultants to assist the school with its strategic plan.

The most common theme of comments from improving schools was, " Don't wait for
help. Go out and find it."

When we chose our curriculum, we made vendors come out and do a song and
dance for our curriculum panel to prove to us that they would meet the EALRs.
And then our work is done.

Principals know how difficult it is going to be to raise scores year after year. Principals in
improving schools were often cautious, acknowledging that a dramatic change in test
scores could be attributed to a different cohort of students. Many also suggested that
teacher and student familiarity with the test format in the second year was also a factor.
Familiarizing students, teachers and others with the format of the test, and teaching test-
taking strategies, were factors in improving test scores.

But all improving schools had additional theories about why their scores had risen. They
suggested that the simple strategy of analyzing test data, identifying their weak spots as a
school, coordinating who would teach what, when, and using school time and money
strategically to support those goals was making a difference.

We set upon a task of establishing an academic emergency and then doing
something about it. It's like an akoholic getting well. We're not doing Well and
we don't know all the reasons for it, but we're gonna start investigating and
bringing in new stuff and asking people for help. The message was not that
teachers were doing something wrong just that they were spending their time in
the wrong places.

Many schools attributed their score increases to a particular instructional technique or
curriculum. Reading Recovery, Accelerated Reader, Six Traits of Writing and other were
commonly mentioned. But it was clear that successful schools did not see these programs
as sufficient in themselves. They advised that schools must assess their deficiencies and
seek out materials and techniques that fit their unique needs.

12
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Strategic Use of Resources

Schools that raised student scores focused all available funds on instruction. In some
cases this meant extending the school day or lowering class size in selected classes. In
others, this meant hiring additional instructional assistants to provide direct tutoring for
students that needed extra help. Many improving schools controlled their own budgets in
ways that allowed them to set their own funding priorities.

Improving schools were no more likely than other schools to receive an influx of new
funding. The difference was in how schools used funds, whether existing or new. The
improving schools had definite strategies for improving teaching and learning and sought
grants to support those strategies. This was true whether a school sought to improve in-
class instruction or provide more time for one-on-one tutoring.

We blended our funding to hire tutors so we could put more than one adult in
each classroom. We used our Title One funds to create an inclusive model and a
solid block of time for small group instruction. Ninety percent of our Title One
finding is now used for instructional hours.

We used a $50,000 literacy grant from Costco to fund a fill-time teacher and
create a "literacy school" within the school. This is an eight week intensive
program for 3rd/4th graders who are identified as reading one and a half to two
years below grade level. The kids spend all day, every day, working on reading.

We received funds from two donors for a homework center and Saturday
Academy. We use other grant funds for social service funds, rent vouchers, a
family support worker, parent assistance specialist, and contracts for counseling.
I made sure that all of these funds were used so that our teachers could focus on
teaching

We put all of our title [state and federal program] moneys into people. I used
some of the money for accelerated reader incentives and for buying disks and
books. But for the most part, I try and buy tutors and hourly staff for all the grade
levels, all the way up, so that they are being prepared for the testing that's going
on throughout the building.

16
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Help from Parents and the Community

Improving schools were more likely than comparison schools to say that they had asked
parents to do something to help improve scores. The type of help they received from
parents was different from school to school. The most common response was, "We
educated parents about what we were trying to do." Most of the schools we interviewed
reported that past levels of parent involvement were not high and seldom went beyond
conferences and parent-student nights.

While an uninvolved parent population might have stopped other schools, improving
schools saw it as a challenge. These schools set out to find creative ways to draw parents
into collaboration, such as combining a family fun night with a short discussion of how
parents could help the school improve. Some schools kept their requests to parents
simple, e.g., "Read to your child for 20 minutes a day." Other strategies were more
elaborate.

We asked (3rd and 4th grade) parents to take the sample test so they could see
what we were trying to do, what was expected of the kids. We also talked with
parents about how we were changing our instruction so that when they were
working on homework with their children, they would know to ask them to explain
their answers, etc.

As figure 3 illustrates, schools in our comparison group were less aggressive in informing
and leading parents. One principal's response was typical:

We held an open house and asked parents to get more involved in their
kids' education.

In improving schools where poverty or other problems limited parent involvement, some
principals turned to the broader community. Many of the improving schools made a
special effort to ask community businesses and non-profit organizations to support their
instructional goals rather than just to donate equipment. One principal actually refused
help if it was not directly tied to instruction. As she put it, "We had to take that out
because they were more interested in doing social things and we couldn't do that on the
kids' education time."

In contrast, comparison schools often took whatever help was offered. One principal told
us that the school received "lots of help" from volunteers, but that volunteer time did not
focus on any particular area, just "whatever work the individual child is either in need of,
or whatever the volunteer's particular talent is."
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Figure 3: Percent of schools that asked parents to do something different.
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IMPLICATIONS

Our results show there is reason for optimism. The vast majority of schools, including
those in the slower-improving group, expect their scores to improve next year and are
optimistic about the instructional changes they are pursuing.

This study identifies certain attitudes and practices common in improving schools.
Eagerness to improve, acceptance of responsibility, willingness to take initiative,
determination to unify the efforts of teachers who are accustomed to working in isolation,
and openness to new roles for parents, are all important. But if these factors are
necessary, they are probably not sufficient in themselves.

Knowing that attitude and initiative are vital is one thing; increasing the numbers of
schools with those attributes is another. From this small study we cannot estimate the
numbers of schools statewide that have approached the state standards and tests in the
ways that our "improving" schools did. Future studies should estimate the numbers of
schools likely to take the initiative on their own.

Real performance accountability, under plans to be reviewed soon by the Legislature,
should increase the numbers of schools that own up to their problems and aggressively
seek solutions. But the state and the school districts need to think ahead about what can
be done about schools that do not improve.

We also cannot say that every school in the state that took the initiative in ways described
above succeeded in raising test scores: some might have taken the initiative but made
choices that did not work for their students. Moreover, none of the "improving" schools
had yet succeeded in bringing all their students up to state standards. There is more to be
done.

This is a small study based on only two years' experience. To develop a more complete
picture of how schools are responding to Washington state's new standards and tests, it
will be critical to continue this kind of research in subsequent years. In addition, if there
is one lesson in education reform, it is that no single formula is best for every school and
student.

Still, this preliminary study has implications for future actions by state officials, local
district leaders, principals, teachers, parents and community and business leaders.

For state policy makers:

Make sure the state accountability plan puts real performance pressure on all schools
and leads to actions that will change leadership and staffing in schools that lack the
ability or are too internally divided to manage their own improvement process.

Document in detail what improving schools have done, what instructional changes
have led to greater student learning, and what assistance providers (both public and
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private) have been most helpful to schools. Then find effective ways to distribute that
information to schools.

For districts:

Help schools share information about what has worked for their students. Assume
responsibility to identify schools that cannot coalesce on an improvement strategy,
and help or change them.

Make sure that schools that want to pursue aggessive improvement strategies are not
hamstrung by rules and external controls on funds, especially for professional
development.

For principals:

Identify school performance deficiencies.
Lead the teaching staff and parents to define an improvement strategy and implement
it in every classroom.
Don't wait to be told what to do. Seek and manage outside help.
Ensure that all resources, including volunteer time, staff development programs, and
all of the school's discretionary funds contribute to the school improvement plan.

For teachers:

Participate in the development of school-wide instructional improvement strategies.
Take responsibility both for adapting teaching to the new strategies, and for
coordinating with, listening to, and making demands of, other teachers.

For parents:

Accept that school change and improvement will also require new commitments from
families.
Familiarize yourself with the new state standards and tests and find out how you can
help your child and other students meet the standards.
Expect to work more closely with children, making sure homework is done and
attendance and effort are high.

For community and business leaders:

Help schools make investments in new instructional strategies.
Ask schools how new funding will support improvements in student learning.
Focus funding to support individual schools' core strategies for teaching and learning,
not feel-good peripherals.
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APPENDIX

Interview Protocol

How long have you been at this school?

How long have you been principal?

In the past two years have there been any major changes in the student body?
Major growth or decline in student population?
Added or dropped grade levels?
Draw students from a different neighborhood than before?
Have a new program (e.g. gifted, arts, disabled) that draws from a different group
of students than before?

In the past tow years have there been any major changes in the teaching staff?
Growth or decline in numbers of teachers?
Many new teachers?
Addition of new teachers with specific skills or training?

In the past few years has the school received any extra funds beyond its normal budget?
In what amount? From what sources?

In the past few years has the school:
Changed its instructional methods? How? For what grade levels and subjects?
Joined or hired a school assistance organization, (e.g. Coalition of Essential
Schools, Success for All, or a New American Schools Design Team?)
Changed its staff development program?
Received new funding for professional development?
Been designated by the school district as an exemplary or troubled school?
Received special help from a foundation or business?
Brought in a new tutoring program?
Received special help from parents or the PTA?

In your school, did the average Washington Assessment of Student Learning scores of 4th
graders rise or fall between 1997 and 1998?

Why do you think the students' scores changed as they did?

Did the teachers in your school focus on teaching any particular skills as a result of the
1997 4th grade WASL? What skills did they focus on? What strategies did they use?

Was the strategy one that was employed school-wide or left up to individual teachers to
implement?
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Did you ask parents to do anything different to help their children or the school? What
did you ask?

What was the impetus for these changes? Did your teachers or you feel pressure from
parents? From the district? From the state? Others?

Among all the things you are trying to accomplish in your school. What priority would
you assign to raising student WASL scores?

Highest Priority
High Priority
One among many priorities
Low priority
Not a priority at all

How great a contribution did materials provided by .the state (e.g. booklets, toolkits,
classroom-based assessments) make to your effort to raise student WASL scores?

Maj or
Significant
Minor
No Contribution

How great a contribution did materials provided by your local school district make to
your effort to raise student WASL scores?

Major
Significant
Minor
No Contribution

Do you think your school's scores on the 1999 WASL will rise or fall? Why?

What advice would you have for other schools about how to improve their students'
WASL scores?
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